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July 2021

July 2020
January 2019
June 2018

September 2019

July 2018

Internal
Governance
The EBA's
Guidelines on
internal
governance apply
across the EU

Cloud and outsourcing
The EBA
Recommendations for the
use of cloud service
providers become
applicable

September 2018
July 2018
MiFID II / MiFIR
Firms will be
subject to the
Legal Entity
Identifier (LEI)
requirement (“no
LEI, no trade”
requirement)

MiFID II / MiFIR
Systematic
internaliser (SI)
thresholds
assessment
deadline for firms
to undertake their
first assessment of
SI thresholds and
comply with SI
obligations

Target date set by the Basel
Committee on Banking
Supervision for the
implementation of the large
exposures framework

NPLs

MiFID II / MiFIR

Basel
PSD2
Delegated acts on strong
customer authentication and
common secure communication,
under the Revised Directive on
Payment Services (PSD2),
become applicable in its entirety
from 14 September 2019

The open-access requirements for
exchange traded derivatives to
apply to several major trading
venues previously exempted.
MiFID II’s open access rules aim
to give traders a choice on where
to clear listed derivatives
contracts.

Application date for Directive on credit
servicers, credit purchasers and the
recovery of collateral (Articles 4(1), 7,
9-12) - Provisions around the
authorisation of credit servicers and the
creation of a passport for credit
servicers within the EU's directive to
expedite collateral enforcement and
facilitate secondary markets of NPLs
becomes applicable in Member States

January 2019

January 2020

January 2021

TLAC

AML

NPLs

The 5th Anti-Money laundering
directive has been adopted and
entered into force on 9 July
2018. Member States will have
to implement these new rules
into their national legislation by
10 January 2020.

Application date for directive on
credit servicers, credit
purchasers and the recovery of
collateral (except Articles 4(1),
7, 9-12) - The EU's directive to
expedite collateral enforcement
and facilitate secondary markets
of non-performing loans
becomes applicable (except
several provisions on credit
servicers)

•

•

Total Loss Absorbency Capacity (TLAC)
requirements set the minimum for G-SIBs
at 16% of risk-weighted assets or 6% on
a leverage ratio basis. This will rise to
18% of RWAs and 6.75% on a leverage
ratio basis in 2022
The EU's directive revising the creditor
hierarchy for unsecured debt to facilitate
the implementation of TLAC will become
applicable in Member States

January 2022

EBA

EIOPA
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ESMA

All rules from the Basel
Committee on Banking
Supervision as part of its
Fundamental Review of the
Trading Book need to be
implemented by 1 January
2022 (for both the
implementation and first
regulatory reporting date for
the revised framework).

EU

SSM
ECB

Revised Market Risk
Framework
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Bank Recovery and Resolution
2018Q4
2019Q4

The FSB is expected to finalise its principles on the execution of bail-in, including valuation,
governance, communications and more
Earliest likely application date for revised BRRD in the EU

European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)
2018Q3
2018Q4
2019Q2

FinTech | Disruption & Innovation
ESMA's FinTech licensing mapping exercise will establish an overview of the current
2018Q3
licensing approaches taken by supervisory authorities. If deemed necessary, ESMA will
advise the European Commission on changes to the relevant regulatory framework
In the context of its FinTech Roadmap, the EBA will conduct a fact-finding exercise on the
Money Laundering (ML)/Terrorism Financing (TF) risks associated with FinTech and will
2018Q3 - 2018Q4
amend its Risk Factor Guidelines that credit and financial institutions must consider when
assessing ML/TF risks
The EBA will publish a report on the impact for business models and a report on prudential
2018Q4
risks and opportunities for institutions focusing on several use cases
The EBA will map requirements on virtual currencies, and will assess the appropriateness
2018Q4
of the current regulatory frameworks for virtual currencies
The EU Commission will work with major standard setting bodies such as the European
2018Q4
Committee for Standardisation and the International Organisation for Standardisation, to
elaborate a coordinated approach on standards for FinTechs and blockchains
Following a survey of national competent authorities, the EBA is expected to issue a report,
2018Q4
and possibly an opinion, to facilitate supervisory coordination in the operation of regulatory
sandboxes

Liquidity and leverage risks in investment funds
2018Q3

ESMA is expected to publish guidance on fund stress testing principles covering UCITS and AIFs
IOSCO (International Organization of Securities Commissions) is expected to develop
consistent measures of leverage in investment funds

2018Q4

2019Q2
2019Q3
2020Q3

Initial margin requirements for firms exceeding the EUR 1.5 tn threshold to be phased-in
Category 4 firms will be subject to the clearing obligation for interest rate derivatives from
December 2018
Finalisation of the first legislative proposal to amend EMIR and the CCP supervision proposal
Category 3 and 4 firms will be subject to the clearing obligation for CDS.
Category 3 firms are expected to be subject to the clearing obligation for interest rate
derivatives.
Initial margin requirements for firms exceeding the EUR 750 bn threshold to be phased-in
The phase-in of initial margin is expected to be completed

Securities Financing Transaction Regulation (SFTR)
2018Q3 - 2018Q4
2019Q3 - 2019Q4
2019Q4 - 2020Q1
2020Q1 - 2020Q2
2020Q2 - 2020Q3

Basel
2019Q1
2019Q4

MiFID II / MiFIR
2022Q1
2019Q1
2019Q2

Updated liquidity assessment for equities to be published
Updated transitional transparency calculations for derivatives, exchange-traded-commodities
and exchange-traded notes, structured finance products and emission allowances, large in scale
and size specific to the financial instrument thresholds for bonds to be published

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) risk
management & Cyber Resilience
2018Q2 - 2019Q4
2018Q2 - 2018Q4
2018Q4

The EBA will create ICT risk guidelines addressed to credit institutions and investment
firms which will include guidance for evaluating and mitigating ICT risk, including
cybersecurity risk
We expect the ECB to finish developing a European Red Team Testing Framework for
Financial Market Infrastructures
The European Supervisory Agencies are expected to evaluate the costs and benefits of
developing a coherent cyber resilience testing framework for significant market
participants and infrastructures within the whole EU financial sector

Capital Markets Union (CMU)
2018Q3
2018Q3
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ESMA is expected to publish guidance on performance fees
The European Commission will issue a communication on corporate bond market liquidity
ESMA is expected to gather information from national regulators on work done to address
2018Q4
closet-indexing.
will consider
the need for policy changes, such as improving disclosures
For information,
contactESMA
Deloitte
Romania
on the extent to which a fund has discretion in relation to a benchmark

Expected date of entry into force of delegated acts measures for SFTR
Application of the reporting requirements for investment firms and credit institutions (12
months after the entry into force of the delegated acts)
Application of the reporting requirements for central securities depositories and central
counterparties (15 months after the entry into force of the delegated acts)
Application of the reporting requirements for insurance/reinsurance undertakings,
UCITS/UCITS managers, AIFs/AIFMs and institutions for occupational retirement provision
(18 months after the entry into force of the delegated acts)
Application of the reporting requirements for non-financial counterparties (21 months after
the entry into force of the level 2 Acts)

Earliest likely date for a political agreement by EU institutions on the Level 1 text of the
CRD V/CRR II package
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision target for the revised G-SIB assessment
methodology to take effect.
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision expected implementation of the:
standardised output floor for internal models
revised Standardised Approach for Credit Risk
revised approach for Operational Risk
finalised leverage ratio framework and G-SIB leverage ratio buffer
revised IRB models framework

Sustainable finance
2018Q1 - 2019Q4

2019Q2

2019Q2
2019Q2
2019Q2
2019Q2
2019Q3

The European Commission is considering incorporating climate risks into firms' risk
management policies and potential calibration of banks' capital requirements under
CRR/CDR
The European Commission technical expert group is expected to:
provide an EU classification system (taxonomy) for climate change adaptation and
environmental activities
report on an EU standards for green bonds and on the design and methodology of the
low-carbon benchmark
ESMA is expected to assess practices in the credit rating market and to include
environmental, social and governance information in its guidelines on disclosure for credit
rating agencies
The European Commission is expected to carry out a study on sustainability ratings and
market research
Expected publication of conclusions of the fitness check of EU legislation on public
corporate reporting. Expected revision of guidelines for companies on how to disclose
non-financial information in relation to climate-related data.
The European Commission is expected to assess potential measures to promote corporate
governance more conducive to sustainable finance
The EU classification system (taxonomy) for climate change and sustainable activities is
expected to come into effect

